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Bitcoin has continued to show it is not immune from financial crashes in the global equities market. The correlation that Bitcoin and the S&P 500 has witnessed a massive upsurge
since mid-August and everything points to the fact that the synchronisation between both is not fading away. 

As seen in the chart above, the crypto market has declined in parallel with the wider financial market. The benchmark S&P 500 Index dropped over 4% marking its fifth straight day
of losses amid the escalating crisis. Indexes such as the Nasdaq 100 index also tumbled over 3% entering its first bear market since the pandemic. The blue-chip Dow Jones
Industrial Average sank over 3% and is now in technical correction territory. 
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Rolling 30D correlation of daily returns between BTC and S&P500
 

The correlation index between SPX500 and BTC stands above 0.6 which explains why BTC is moving in tandem with the equity market. A coefficient
near 1 means that both variables are moving in the same direction, while a coefficient near -1 shows that the variables are moving in opposite
directions. As explained previously, the key reason behind the high correlation is the shift in the monetary policy of the US Federal Reserve released
in December. Traders tend to react quickly to monetary tightening and the cryptocurrency market is no exception to the rule.  The change of direction
lead by the FED has affected both equally as the changes in quantitative easing cause a similar impact on both assets due to the flow of capital
inside the financial system. 
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Measuring the impact of geopolitical events on the crypto market
 

By studying a number of large international geopolitical conflicts and their impact on Bitcoin prices, it can be concluded that BTC does not act as a safe heaven during the outbreak
of the event, but rather mirrors the price shock in financial markets. In the charts above, it can be seen the impact that three international conflicts have had on BTC prices.  

As expressed in a previous analysis, BTC is not acting as a safe haven asset in the current times. By evaluating macroeconomic events it can be found that prices of
cryptocurrencies assets tend to decrease in pre-conflict/pre-war phases and during the actual outbreak. Nonetheless, after the ultimate outbreak of the conflict, prices tend to
appreciate (this technical pattern has been weathered and powered by stocks for decades)
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Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL)

-15%

In the last 48 hours, $20Bn has been wiped from the crypto market following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The total market capitalisation dropped over 14% in less than 24 hours,
down from a high of $1.77 trillion.  TOTAL fell below 1.5T the hours following an announcement from President Vladimir Putin highlighting the start of a military operation in the
Donbas region of Ukraine. 

At the time of this analysis, TOTAL has recovered almost all yesterday's losses, nonetheless, the uncertainty prevails.  Yesterday's TOTAL daily candlestick printed a "Doji" indecision
pattern at a critical liquidity area with bulls finding potential in such oversold levels. 
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TOTAL 
Weekly Timeframe 

TOTAL keeps recovering from last week's losses. At the time of this report, the global crypto market cap is $1.69T, a 4.05% decrease over a few hours. The total trading volume
keeps increasing, which brings volatility to the markets. The total crypto market volume over the last 24 hours is $86.89B, which makes a 28.87% increase.
 
The last weekly candle closed as "Doji" at a key liquidity area. The candlestick formation in TOTAL transmits a lot of indecision from market participants. For the market cap to
recover its bullish momentum, the ascending trendline in the weekly timeframe must be rejected and respected, in other words, a closure above the 1.8T resistance will validate a
bullish outlook. 
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The Fear&Greed Index which uses a numeric scale between 0 and 100 to measure the sentiment in the crypto market, went from "Fear" to
"Extreme Fear" today. In the last 2 days, the barometer has fluctuated between 25 and 20. 

The Fear&Greed Index entered the "Extreme Fear" territory after the outbreak of the Ukraine-Russia has not yet recovered its bullish momentum.
The index experienced a shift in momentum on Feb 16th, declining slowly from that day. The historical data has remained in a sort of consolidation
with no major changes. 
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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

With risk appetite evaporating and uncertainties rising, crypto investors are rushing to Bitcoin. The conservative behavior has impacted Bitcoin
Dominance positively, with the Index surging over 43% in the last few days. The next key level for BTC.D remains at 47%.  By reaching the next
resistance level, the asset would be recovering major territory against Altcoins and visiting 2021 highs.  With volatility and fear soaring, this last
scenario is highly probable.  
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Ethereum Dominance (ETH.D) 

Interestingly, BTC Dominance and ETH Dominance have not moved inversely as they usually do. In fact, both metrics have surged slightly in the
last 48 hours. A reason for this rare correlation could be the outflow of capital from altcoins to major crypto market players such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum. At the time of this analysis, ETH.D is standing at 18.7% with its next resistance now at 20%. The ascending weekly trendline could be a
key factor for even a greater surge.  
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Altcoins Market Cap DeFi Market Cap Both, Altcoins Market Cap and DeFi
market cap have slumped to a one-
month low on Thursday after Russian
forces fired missiles at several cities in
Ukraine and landed troops on its coast,
sparking a sell-off in those two sub-
markets.

Altcoins has moved in tandem with BTC
and S&P 500 and are now currently
recovering some of yesterday's losses. 
TOTAL2 has found support at $850Bn
while TOTALDEFI has also bounced
from its $104Bn weekly support. 

Due to the existing descending channel
presented in both charts, it is expected
a correction back to the upper band of
the channel in the next few open
market hours.
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 BTCUSD 
Weekly Timeframe 

BTCUSD 
Daily Timeframe 

At the time of this report, BTCUSD is trading at price today is $39,000 with a 24-hour trading volume of $29,232,637,370. On the daily timeframe, BTCUSD
seems to be bouncing from the 61.8% level of the Fibonacci, which also converges with the $37K intra-day liquidity level. On the weekly timeframe, the
panorama has become uncertain as a "Doji" candlestick was printed right above critical monthly support.  If the price successfully closes above $40K, the
descending channel in the weekly timeframe will be invalidated and bulls could have enough confirmation for an upside correction. The $30K level will be
inevitable if the current price level gets broken.  
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 ETHUSD 
Weekly Timeframe 

ETHUSD 
Daily Timeframe 

At the time of this report, ETHUSD stands at $2620 a 24-hour trading volume of $18,824,004,198 USD. On the daily timeframe, ETHUSD is now retracing
from the $2900 resistance, while on the weekly timeframe, the asset is within an indecision phase with no major rejections of the $2500 support. 
Ethereum has lost significant support in the last couple of days, and now the hopes for a recovery have been turned into fear. A reversal towards positive
territory could only occur if the price breaks the descending support in the weekly timeframe, closing above $2800.  If the price successfully breaks the trend,
Ether could recover its bullish momentum.  
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 February candlestick closure

S&P 500 Bitcoin Ethereum

It is an important day for trend followers
as the monthly candlesticks of all
financial pairs will close today. Even
though many traders are taking profits
from the current intra-day volatility, it is
critical to understand where the broader
environment lies.

Monthly patterns tend to be decisive for
market direction and weight into the
long-term projections of many whales
and institutional players. 

Everything points to the fact that BTC
and ETH will be closing as a "DOJI
pattern" in February, right above a
critical demand zone.  On the other
hand, S&P500 could still print a bearish
closure if the equities market doesn't
recover momentum during today's New
York session.  
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